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1-800-HOSPICE             cfhcare.org 

111 Sunnybrook Court 
South Bend, IN 46637 
(574) 243-3100
Fax: (574) 243-3134

112 S. Center St., Suite C 
Plymouth, IN 46563 
(574) 935-4511
Fax: (574) 935-4589

22579 Old US 20 East
Elkhart, IN 46516 
(574) 264-3321
Fax: (574) 264-5892

286 W Johnson Rd, Ste. B 
La Porte, IN 46350 
(219) 575-7930
Fax: (219) 476-3965

Administration & Foundation 
Life Transition Center 
501 Comfort Place 
Mishawaka, IN 46545 
(574) 277-4100
Fax: (574) 822-4876

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
Administrative and Foundation Offices 

501 Comfort Place, Room A, Mishawaka IN 
August 15, 2018 

7:15 a.m. 

A G E N D A 

1. Consent Agenda (10 minutes):
A. Approval of May 16, 2018 Minutes (action)
B. Patient Care Policies (action) – Included in your board packet. Sue Morgan available to

answer questions.
C. QI Committee (action) – Meeting Minutes included in your board packet. Carol Walker

is available to answer questions.

2. President's Report (information) - Mark Murray (15 minutes)

3. Finance Committee (action)  – Jesse Hsieh (15 minutes)
A. Year to Date July 2018 Financial Statements (action)

4. Hospice Foundation Update (information) – Amy Kuhar Mauro (15 minutes)

5. Board Education (information) – (15 Minutes) – “Center for Education and Advance Care
Planning Update” – Cyndy Searfoss, Director of Education and Collaborative Partnerships,
Hospice Foundation

6. Chairman’s Report – Wendell Walsh (5 minutes)

Next meeting November 28, 2018 at 7:15 a.m. 

# # # 
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Center for Hospice Care  
Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 

May 16, 2018 

Members Present: Anna Milligan, Carol Walker, Corey Cressy, Jennifer Ewing, Jennifer Houin, Jesse Hsieh, Mary Newbold, 
Suzie Weirick, Tim Portolese, Tricia Luck, Wendell Walsh 

Absent: Amy Kuhar Mauro, Ann Firth 
CHC Staff: Mark Murray, Craig Harrell, Dave Haley, Karl Holderman, Mike Wargo, Sue Morgan, Becky Kizer 

Topic Discussion Action 
1. Call to Order  The meeting was called to order at 7:15 a.m.
2. Minutes  A motion was made to accept the minutes of the 02/21/18 meeting as presented.

The motion was accepted unanimously.
S. Weirick motioned
T. Portolese seconded

3. Patient Care
Policies

 A motion was made to accept the new and revised Patient Care Policies as
published. The motion was accepted unanimously.

C. Walker motioned
M. Newbold seconded

4. Human Resources
Policies

 A motion was made to accept the new and revised Human Resources Policies
Manual for July 2018-June 2020 as published. The motion was accepted
unanimously.

T. Portolese motioned
M. Newbold seconded

5. QI Committee
Meeting Minutes

 A motion was made to accept the 02/27/18 QI Committee minutes as published.
The motion was accepted unanimously.

J. Houin motioned
A. Milligan seconded

6. President’s Report  Today Mark M., Mike W., Chris Taelman and Tim Portolese are making a
presentation to the Community Foundation of Elkhart County asking for $500,000
for the new Mishawaka inpatient unit. We first applied for the grant in December.
About 10-11% of the patients served in the South Bend Inpatient Unit over the
past couple years have been from Elkhart County. Several are coming out of
SJRMC-Mishawaka and Memorial. With the proximity of the Mishawaka
Inpatient Unit being closer, that number will probably go up. The total cost for the
Inpatient Unit is $5M and $500,000 is 11% of that amount. The Community
Foundation has also funded a number of projects in St. Joseph County and has
demonstrated their willingness to make investments here because they benefit the
citizens of Elkhart County as well.

 Census continues to recover from the low of 364 in September 2017. January
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Topic Discussion Action 
ADC was 380, February 387, March 392, April 387, and through 05/15 it was 398. 
We have not been below 400 patients on census since 05/09. In April 47% of 
admissions died in seven days or less. The Inpatient Units lengths of stay are 
improving slightly. 

 The percentage of referrals refused for hospice as non-eligible is improving. 
Medical staff may be too compliant who we let into the program because of some 
CMS audits. We need to remind them that the LCDs are guidelines, not criteria on 
when a patient is likely to expire. Admission to hospice is based on the medical 
opinion of a doctor who is the attending physician and hospice medical director 
that the patient is eligible for hospice. This was also talked about at the NHPCO 
Management & Leadership Conference. This is a quality issue, because people are 
not getting into the program they are entitled to. We looked at the 2017 patients 
we said were not eligible to see if they then died within six months or less. We 
have enough of a cushion and could admit these patients. If we don’t, our 
competitors will. This is happening to a lot of hospices across the country, because 
of the scrutiny CMS is putting on hospice admissions.  

 The percentage of referrals dying before admission through April is 9% compared 
to 6% a year ago.  

 Under our Community-Based Palliative Care program, we are looking at our 
HeartWize and BreatheEazy programs and getting people in sooner. This could 
include Telemedicine. The nurse practitioner could create a care plan, visit the 
patient once a month, and we could bill for it under Medicare B. We think this is a 
product others might be interested in paying for. We are working with a local 
insurance carrier on whether this would be something large self-employers would 
be interested in. We are keeping 97% of our HeartWize and BreatheEazy patients 
out of the ER and hospitals. The NHERT members care for about 3% of the 
hospice patients in the country and we could see if insurance companies would be 
interested in contracting with us.  

 La Porte census is at 17. We have a meeting scheduled with the CEO of La Porte 
Hospital to discuss a GIP contract, the capital campaign, and our La Porte office. 
The ground has not been broken yet for our new location down the street. 

 Physician recruitment – We have had more interest in positions than we have ever 
had. We did extend an offer to a doctor that works for Seasons Hospice in the 
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Topic Discussion Action 
Chicago area. 

 The 2018 audit is on the agenda. Congratulations to Karl Holderman and his team
for a clean audit. No changes were made to the financial statements presented at
the February Board meeting.

 MADS is doing great and their census hit 31—the highest ever.
 Edo Banach, the President/CEO of NHPCO and the Hospice Action Network will

be here July 17-18. We will have a reception for him on July 17 and he will give a
presentation at an all staff meeting on July 18. We will be inviting area health care
leaders to the reception.

 A list of upcoming events Board members will be invited to is in the packet.
 Another for-profit competitor has opened an office in Roseland. They have a

provisionary Indiana hospice license.
 Mark M. attended the NHERT meeting in Arkansas last week. One of the items

discussed was strategic plans and we shared each other’s plans. Some do a one
year plan and others do three or five years. Ours ends this year and we will be
discussing what we will be doing in the future. We do come up with goals every
year and share those with the board. Perhaps those should be our annual strategic
plans.

 Lou Behre passed away a few weeks ago. For over 20 years he was the
orchestrator of the Helping Hands Award Dinner. We often hear people say it is
one of the best events in the community. He had 17 not-for-profits he was helping
in the community in a variety of ways.

7. Finance
Committee

 The Finance Committee met 05/11 and reviewed the 2017 audit. We received an
unmodified opinion, which is the highest possible. There were no material
weaknesses, deficiencies or adjustments. It was a clean audit. The auditors gave a
couple of best practices recommendations. One was in regard to wire transfers
involving GPIC that a second person should review the transfers. Mark will start
doing that. The other recommendation was how we account for the relationship
between CHC and the Hospice Foundation (HF). From an accounting standpoint
over the years there has been an increase in the amount due from CHC to the HF.
This is purely an accounting item. The auditors said as that number grows it might
become a source of concern for future entities, so we should consider on paper
having the HF charge rent to CHC as a means of countering that. We will look at
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Topic Discussion Action 
rent as part of the 2019 budget process and may do some other things prior to that 
to eliminate that in the financial presentation going forward this year. As we look 
at individual silos it shows up, but as we look at consolidated financials those 
transactions are all eliminated.  

 A motion was made to accept the 2017 audit as presented. The motion was
accepted unanimously.

 The Finance Committee also reviewed the financial statements for 2018 YTD
through April. Seeing three months at a time instead of month to month gives us a
more seamless analysis of the financials. In response to a question from the board,
we have added increased analysis on how we are doing compared to the budget.
April YTD operating income $7.2M, total revenue $6.8M, total expenses $6.4M,
net gain $368,000, net without beneficial interest in Affiliates $963,000.
Compared to the prior year and budget, revenue is above budget and the prior
year. Expenses are under budget and slightly over the prior year. The bottom line
of the organization is influenced by our investments. Investments are something
we factor out when we look at the financial performance of the organization every
month. We just focus on income and expenses and make sure those numbers
compare to the budget and the prior year, and that we are heading in the right
direction. We are on track with where we were last year. We are about $10,000
ahead of where we were a year ago. Without the beneficial interest in affiliates we
are about $24,000 ahead of a year ago.

 A motion was made to accept the YTD April 2018 financial statements as
presented. The motion was accepted unanimously.

S. Weirick motioned
T. Portolese seconded

C. Walker motioned
M. Newbold seconded

8. Hospice
Foundation
Update

 The Capital Campaign has raised over $10.6M through May. 13½ months remain
in the campaign. We do have a couple of under-funded priorities. We need an
additional $1.5M for Raclin House. The other is we need $850,000 to meet the
$1M match from the Vera Z. Dwyer Trust to establish a Fellow in Hospice and
Palliative Medicine endowment. There is a five year time frame from the time the
commitment was made, which was December 2016 or January 2017, to achieve
the match. This is not an area we have focused on until now. The 2018 Friends of
Hospice campaign will focus on raising money for that initiative.

 Construction – Progress is being made on the Mishawaka campus and construction
is going well. We are planning a ground breaking ceremony for Raclin House on
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Topic Discussion Action 
06/12.   

 A schedule of upcoming events the Board will be invited to is in the board packet. 
 Rose Kiwanuka and two PCAU staff will be here in July for a couple of weeks. 

The Board will be invited to opportunities to visit with them. Okuyamba Fest will 
be 07/31 and we’re celebrating our ten years of partnership with PCAU.  

9. Board Education  Joshua Gregory, IT Director, reviewed CHC’s electronic data: connectivity, 
security, redundancy, and recovery. We have been doing point of care technology 
for several years. We have three IT staff providing 24/7 coverage. Josh reviewed 
the backup strategies and security measures we have in place. We have taken 
every reasonable precaution to prevent hacking.  

 

Adjournment  The meeting adjourned at 8:15 a.m. Next meeting 08/15 
 
Prepared by Becky Kizer for approval by the Board of Directors on 08/15/2018.  
 
 
 
________________________________________________           _____________________________________________ 
Carol Walker, Secretary           Becky Kizer, Recording Secretary 
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Center for Hospice Care 
QI Committee Meeting Minutes 

May 22, 2018 
 

Members Present: Alice Wolff, Amber Jay, Anna Milligan, Carol Walker, Carrie Healy, Chrissy Madlem, Craig Harrell, 
Dave Haley, Deb Daus, Greg Gifford, Holly Farmer, Karen Hudson, Larry Rice, Mark Murray, Rebecca Fear, 
Sue Morgan, Tammy Huyvaert, Terri Lawton, Terri Smith, Tonia Batiste, Becky Kizer 

Absent: Jennifer Ewing, Lisa Bryan 
 

Topic Discussion Action 
1. Call to Order  The meeting was called to order at 8:00 a.m. 

 Welcome to new members Tonia Batiste, Elkhart Inpatient Unit Coordinator, and 
Chrissy Madlem, South Bend Patient Care Coordinator.  

 

2. Minutes  The minutes of the 02/27/18 meeting were approved by consensus.  
3. Hospice HQRP 

Reports 
 HIS Comprehensive Pain Assessment at Admission – The Hospice Compare Website – 

This is publically reported information that is comprised of data from the CAHPS 
Hospice Survey and the Hospice Item Set (HIS). The HIS data is collected at the time 
of admission. Our lowest score was patients who got a timely and thorough pain 
assessment when pain was identified as a problem. In July 2016 our score was 54.2%. 
We found out we were collecting and recording the data incorrectly, so we 
implemented changes. Nurses were educated that they needed to capture at least five of 
the seven pain assessment elements. In June 2017 our score improved to 62.5% and in 
April 2018 we were at 100%. We don’t know how frequently CMS updates the data, so 
it will take a while for the numbers to reflect what is going on currently. We now do a 
triple check of the data before it is submitted, and we monitor it monthly. Rebecca 
meets with the QA RN weekly to make sure the information is being submitted timely 
and accurately.    

 CAHPS Questions – The agency coordinators review the quarterly top box scores and 
look at any areas that fall below the 80th percentile. Overall our top box scores have 
been consistent. We did identify three areas we want to focus on: (1) getting help with 
symptoms, (2) understanding side effects, and (3) getting hospice care training. We put 
a QAPI team together to work on improving education for patients and families on 
medication side effects, and also the role of the IDT in helping patients identify and get 
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Topic Discussion Action 
help for anxiety and sadness. Its first planning meeting is 06/07.  

 HIS Visits at the End of Life – The newest HIS measures are for the number of hospice
visits when death is imminent. The first measure is there should be at least one visit
from an RN, physician, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant should be made in the
last three days of life. The second measure is there should be at least two visits should
be made by a social worker, chaplain, LPN, or Hospice Aide in the last seven days of
life. The QAPI reviewed how staff communicates with each other that a patient has had
a significant decline. We established best practices and created a Final Bridge email
alert that the nurse will send to care staff to notify them that a patient is approaching
the end of life. All the coordinators will receive the email so they can track whether
staff has contacted the patient or not. We also document if the family declines a visit.
We started the Final Bridge email on 05/01, but we still need to educate the care teams.
Final Bridge is internal term only. We anticipate these conversations with the family
occurring before the patient is imminently dying including in the IDT. 49% of patients
died within seven days or less in April, so we will change the PPS score to 30 instead
of 20 to make sure we are getting those patients.

4. Hospice Quality
Monitoring

 Education and Training – We want staff to feel competent in what they do, so we did a
lot of education and training in the first quarter of 2018. This included self-learning
packets for nurses on falls and incident reports, patient rights, Pediatric ELNEC
training, dementia and patient centered care, and creative approaches to bereavement.
In 2018 we began to provide CE credits through the Ohio Nursing Association.
Rebecca F. can present course work for CEs. The first was presented in February on
“Quality Analysis: Organizing teams and projects.” The next one will be 05/30.
Rebecca is writing a cardiopulmonary boot camp for six CEs. We continue to provide
Pediatric ELNEC and will write for CEs for that as well.

 HIM Committee Updates – Some of the responsibilities of the committee includes
overseeing the audit of medical records, approval of clinical forms, updating profiles in
Cerner, etc. We are in the process of updating supervisory visits/electronic profiles in
Cerner. We are in the final stages of creating an admission/comprehensive assessment
profile in Cerner. We will pilot it in La Porte. We will be looking at revocations and
live discharges in June. We continue to work on the Partners in Care project for
documentation and communication in ECFs. Carol W. recommended the CAPC
website as another resource. It has 14 different topics under their pain module.
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Topic Discussion Action 
 Infection Control – At the last meeting we approved the activities for 2018. We did 

annual TB skin testing for staff with 100% compliance. We had a bad flu season and 
tracked staff, but there were no outbreak patterns.  We continue to monitor and track 
patients with MDROs, especially where they come from.  

 Mock Surveys – We are still waiting for our hospice survey, and we are due for a home 
health survey later this year. We have a lot of new staff and coordinators, so we will be 
doing some more mock surveys as a refresher especially in the Inpatient Units. 
Infection control is an important part of the survey. We will also remind staff to inspect 
their car trunk supplies.  

5. Hospice Patient 
Safety Monitors 

 Incident Trends – We did education in January on falls and filling out the incident 
reports correctly and timely. This year we will be concentrating on documentation in 
the IDT when a patient falls, updating the care plan, and implementing appropriate 
interventions to prevent future falls. We will be separating the reports for falls, 
medication errors, and adverse events by hospice and home health. We will have six 
months of data to report at the August meeting.  

 We are also working on revamping all of our care plans to make them more user 
friendly and easier to individualize for the patient. This will include the use of DME or 
safety measures to prevent falls. We will also include Emergency Preparedness and 
safety measures for patients in the home. The care plans will also include measurable 
outcomes.  

 

6. Hospice Quality 
Indicators 

 Chaplains – We continue to monito the quality indicators we developed last year. We 
also continue to measure the effectiveness of the Spiritual Comfort Measure and the 
Spiritual Health Assessment for patients and their caregivers. We will develop an 
education plan for staff regarding the role of the chaplain. There are other things the 
chaplain can do, especially for non-faith affiliated patients.  

 Social Work – We are exploring ways to identify when caregivers are in distress so we 
can anticipate their need for respite and problems related to caregiving. The social 
workers have a folder of materials and resources we share with families. The social 
workers will complete three Veteran trainings to meet the standards of the We Honor 
Veterans Level 4 guidelines, and incorporate the completion of military checklist 
forms. Social workers will receive pediatric training. We are also exploring providing 
monthly bereavement support time for staff in collaboration with the chaplains and 
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Topic Discussion Action 
nurses.   

 GIP Documentation – Documentation should clearly justify the patient’s need for GIP 
level of care. We need to document what we are doing, how often, whether it is 
working, and the patient’s response to the interventions. Amber J. has trained her 
Inpatient Unit nurses on GIP documentation including what they should not document. 
For example, they should document the patient is comfortable and resting because of 
the interventions we have done. Education will include GIP in the hospital. We have 
designated staffs that visit these patients in the hospitals.  

7. Home Health 
QAPI Programs 

 We are still waiting for the new Home Health CoPs interpretive guidelines. We did 
create a Home Health Family Handbook. We have new regulations of how to do the 
annual Aide site competency evaluation. New documentation templates will be coming 
soon. We continue to educate staff to help them understand the different regulation 
requirements between home health and hospice so they document the correct language 
that meets those regulations.  

 Over a year ago CMS did a probe and educate audit. Out of that came changes for 
home health agencies nationwide. One includes the Face to Face visit requirement by a 
physician with the reason for ordering home health services. A copy of this visit must 
be in the agency records. The reason for skilled services must be clearly outlined. The 
patient’s homebound status is also required for Medicare home health. We did an 
internal audit and found we needed to improve our communication with the referring 
and attending physicians.  

 A lot of the home health requirements are time sensitive. When we receive an order for 
home health, we have 30 days to get the Face to Face visit in place, document it, 
document the homebound status, and upload it to the chart. The OASIS is sent for 
signature. Deb D. did an audit from February 2017 to February 2018. We admitted 109 
home health patients. All criteria was met and uploaded into the charts and nothing was 
missing. We have implemented simple documentation tools that spell out what staff 
needs to do and when. We updated the internal home health guidelines with the new 
CoPs so all of the referral specialists know what needs to be done. Deb D. is the point 
person for this. A lot of phone calls and things need to be done for home health, so it is 
easier for one person to do that.  

 We are also monitoring how many home health patients switch to hospice. We get a lot 
of referrals from Michiana Hematology Oncology (MHO) and that is their express 
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Topic Discussion Action 
wish—to ease the patient into hospice. Some of the reasons a patient was not admitted 
into hospice are they went back to baseline and no longer needed home health and 
were continuing treatments. We also researching live discharges. We will follow up on 
all live discharge a couple of weeks after discharge and then monthly as a wellness 
check. Some of the MHO patients are nearing the end of treatment and the patient and 
family just refuse hospice—they don’t want to let go. So we need to provide further 
education with our case managers on having that discussion with families. It has to do 
with the family’s grieving cycle. As long as a doctor offers new treatments, they will 
try it. The doctors are being honest, but the patients and families are in denial.  

 The social workers need to get in there and have those conversations with the patient 
and family too. They can do early bereavement discussion. The IDT can evaluate if the 
patient is ready to switch to hospice. We should tell the patient/family that their needs 
would be better met if they were in hospice. Having the case manager instead of the 
admission nurse do the change in program from home health to hospice has helped, 
because it gives consistency for the patient and family and eases the transition.  

Adjournment  The meeting adjourned at 9:00 a.m. Next meeting 08/28 
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Center for Hospice Care 
Hospice Foundation 

Global Partners in Care 
President / CEO Report 

August 15, 2018 

(Report posted to Secure Board Website on August 9, 2018) 

This meeting takes place in Conference Room A at the Mishawaka Campus at 7:15 AM.  This 
report includes event information from May 17 – August 15, 2018.  The Hospice Foundation and 
GPIC Board meetings follow immediately in Conference Room C.  Due to the new quarterly 
structure of the board meetings, the format of this President’s Report has been slightly altered 
and presents only the most recent data in some areas. 

CENSUS 

CHC’s census continues to get stronger.  Overall, July year-to-date (YTD) referrals are up 1.3% 
from the same time a year ago.  Original admissions, new patients to us in this calendar year, are up 
1.08% from a year ago.  The YTD July conversion rate, turning a referral into an admission, is 
down slightly at 71.84% from 72.89% on 2017.  However, anything above 70% is considered 
optimum.  This is good news even with the unfortunate data that the YTD July percentage of 
patients dying before admission is up to 7.02% from 6.62% last year.  This is due to ongoing very 
late referrals and families refusing to accept hospice care until after it’s too late.  Compared to a 
year ago, the total number of patients served is down 0.50% (just seven patients).  YTD deaths / 
discharges of new admissions in seven days or less following admission is 41.3% down from 43.7% 
a year ago, however still above the national average which runs about 28%.  Our one-day census 
high for the first seven months of this year was 419 on 7/2.  Additional good news in that YTD July 
2018 revocations = 44, down from 53 a year ago.  Revocations are when a patient revokes the 
Medicare hospice benefit and goes back to regular Medicare frequently to seek curative treatment 
outside of the hospice care plan or when a family caregiver panics and calls 9-1-1, goes to the ER, 
and gets admitted to the hospital for curative treatment.  At the end of July, we are currently above 
budget on the number of patients served and our insurance patient case mix is much better than a 
year ago with per diem hospice patients up 16% and home health patients down 14%.  Our overall 
year-to-date average daily census is 396, well above our budgeted breakeven of 383. 

July 2018 Current 
Month 

Year to Date Prior 
Year to Date 

Percent 
Change 

Patients Served 517 1,396 1,403 -0.50%
Original Admissions 133 1,028 1,017 1.08%
ADC Hospice 394.87 378.76 363.04 4.33%
ADC Home Health 15.23 16.88 31.09 -45.71%
ADC CHC Total 410.10 395.64 394.13 0.38% 
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CHC HOSPICE INPATIENT UNITS 
 

July 2018 Current 
Month 

Year to Date Prior 
Year to Date 

Percent 
Change 

SB House Pts Served 38 216 224 -3.57% 
SB House ALOS 5.29 5.13 4.99 2.81% 
SB House Occupancy 92.63% 74.60% 75.27% -0.89% 
     
Elk House Pts Served 26 181 186 -2.69% 
Elk House ALOS 4.42 4.49 4.51 -0.44% 
Elk House Occupancy 53.00% 54.72% 56.54% -3.22% 

 
 
MONTHLY AVERAGE DAILY CENSUS BY OFFICE AND INPATIENT UNITS 
 
 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2018 2017 2017 2017 
 Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec  
 
S.B.: 223 217 202 191 195 204 215   215 216 221 
 
Ply: 71 76 77 82 89 92 89   69 73 72 
 
Elk: 77 85 96 91 93 90 81   78 77 79 
 
Lap:   12 15 16 16 15 
 
SBH: 5 54 6 4 4 5 6   5 4 4 
 
EKH: 4 4 4 4 4 4 4   4 4 4 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total: 380 387 392 387 402 411 410   371 373 380 
 
 
PATIENTS IN FACILITIES 
 
Of the 517 patients served in July 2018, 148 resided in facilities.  The average daily census of 
patients served in nursing homes, assisted living facilities and group homes in July 2018 was 130 
and year-to-date was 127. 
 
 
FINANCES 
 
Karl Holderman, CFO, reports the year-to-date July 2018 Financials will be posted to the Board 
website on Friday morning, August 10th following Finance Committee approval.  For information 
purposes, the unapproved, year-to-date June 2018 financials, including a year-to-date summary are 
presented on the next page.  On 6/30/18, at the HF, intermediate investments totaled $4,494.801.   
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Long term investments totaled $19,756,180.  The combined total assets of all organizations on June 
30, 2018 totaled nearly $51MM on 6/30/18 an increase of just over $3MM from June 2017.  Year-
to-date investments showed a loss of -$51,421.  From a budget standpoint, we are over budget on 
operating revenue and under budget on expenses. 
 
It should also be noted at the board meeting we will be concentrating only on year-to-date July 2018 
financials as part of our new board format.  To move things along, we will not be covering previous 
months in detail. 
 

Year to Date June 2018 
 

     
June 2018 
Year to Date Summary 

Center for 
Hospice Care 

Hospice 
Foundation GPIC Combined 

CHC Operating Income 11,038,631  
  

11,038,631  

MADS Revenue 243,509  
  

243,509  

Development Income 
 

587,460  
 

587,460  

Partnership Grants 
  

205,265  205,265  

Investment Income (Net) 
 

116,325  
 

116,325  

Interest & Other 18,035  41,097  7,141  66,273  

Beneficial Interest in Affiliate (495,895) (18,028) 
 

  

  
   

  

Total Revenue 10,804,280  726,854  212,406  12,257,463  

  
   

  

Total Expenses 9,839,296  1,222,749  230,434  11,292,479  

  
   

  

Net Gain 964,984  (495,895) (18,028) 964,984  

  
   

  

Net w/o Beneficial Interest 1,460,879  (477,867) 
 

  

  
   

  

Net w/o Investments       848,659  

 
 
CHC NEEDS TO SUBMIT RFP’S FOR A NEW AUDIT FIRM 
 
We were notified a couple weeks ago that our lead auditor, Craig Yahne, is no longer with David 
Culp and Co., LLP, our auditor firm for CHC, HF, and GPIC.  They also prepare and file our IRS 
non-profit tax returns and perform our 403(b) audits of our tax-sheltered annuity retirement plan.  
Following the next IRS Form 990 preparation and 403(b) audit, the managing partner has said they 
will need to resign from the account due to no longer having the expertise or staff to handle 
CHC/HF/GPIC.  This issue will be an agenda item for the Finance Committee at their meeting on 
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August 10.  The Finance Committee selects the audit firm, meets with them in-person annually at an 
extended meeting, accepts the audit, and recommends it for acceptance by the full board.  Culp has 
been our audit firm since 2011. 
 
 
CHC VP/COO UPDATE 
 
Dave Haley, CHC VP/COO, reports… 
 
The total Optum drug cost per patient day for the first five months of 2017 was $5.91 per patient 
day.  This has been reduced to $4.63 per patient day for the first five months of 2018.  This 
represents a 22% reduction in the Optum drug cost per patient day in one year.  This reduction in 
cost is largely due to Dr. Gregory Gifford’s efforts to be a responsible steward of drug expenses and 
his leadership in this area with the rest of the medical staff.  The account executives at Optum are 
amazed at our progress and have indicated we are probably in their top four national client 
performers on this metric.  And obviously this occurred as drug prices increased over the year.  As a 
further comparison, during the first six months of 2015, our Enclara (former pharmacy vendor) total 
drug cost was $8.44 per patient day.  
 
A physician applicant, Karissa Misner, D.O., M.P.T. visited us on June 13th.  She is scheduled to 
start a Fellowship in Hospice and Palliative Medicine in Macon, Georgia this month and has 
accepted our employment offer and agreed to join us fulltime in September of 2019.  Her father 
grew up in Bremen and she has relatives in Plymouth.  Her husband is a pediatrician interested in 
obtaining a PhD in Theology at the University of Notre Dame.  He is a big ND fan.  He has just 
secured a part-time position at a clinic in Granger.  Both doctors have spent two years in Peru doing 
missionary work, are very interested in Global Partners in Care, and speak fluent Spanish.  They 
have three children. 
 
Riddhi Shirlka, M.D., a Hospice and Palliative Medicine Fellow from Indiana University School of 
Medicine in Indianapolis, will be rotating through our agency from August 20 to 24.   
 
We continue interviewing other possible physician candidates to fill the second physician position 
we have open. 
 
The South Bend campus was surveyed by the Fire Marshall in July and we have no outstanding 
recommendations. 
 
We participated in a community-wide disaster drill on July 26.  The disaster scenario was a 
biological attack.   
 
Carrie Healy, MSW, our Social Work Coordinator, resigned with an effective date of August 10.  
She is moving to Chicago to be closer to her daughter.  Her replacement is being recruited.  She also 
has the flexibility to stay at CHC longer than 8/10. 
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DIRECTOR OF NURSING UPDATE 

Sue Morgan, DON, reports…  

The Nursing Goals for 2018 are reviewed and progress is updated monthly at the Nursing 
Leadership Meeting. 

Students from Saint Mary’s College, Indiana University of South Bend and Bethel College will 
begin their clinical rotations for their Junior Nursing Clinical Rotation in August. 

The Clinical Staff Educator has developed a program to assist the RN’s in preparation for their 
nursing certification examination in hospice and palliative medicine.  Study groups will meet 
monthly. 

Quality Improvement Summary so far for 2018 includes: 

• Medication orders—new tracking and notifications to the nurses and PCC’s
• Care Planning Monitors
• Supervisory Visits—monitoring by Patient Care Coordinators with individual Plans of Care
• Live Discharge data review
• Specialty Programs (HeartWize, BreatheEazy, etc.) data review
• Extended care facility documentation and patient chart set up
• Hospice Information Set measures:  Interdisciplinary visits the last two weeks of life

HOSPICE FOUNDATION VP / COO UPDATE 

Mike Wargo, VP/COO, for our separate 501(c)3 organization, Hospice Foundation (HF), presents 
this update for informational purposes to the CHC Board… 

Fund Raising Comparative Summary 

Through July 2018, the Development Department recorded the following calendar year cash gifts as 
compared with the same period during the previous five years:   

Year to Date Cumulative Monthly Revenue 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
January 83,619.96 51,685.37 82,400.05 65,460.71 46,552.99 37,015.96 
February 166,563.17 109,724.36 150,006.82 101,643.17 199,939.17 93,912.90 
March 264,625.29 176,641,04 257,463.89 178,212.01 282,326.61 220,485.17 
April 395,299.97 356,772.11 419,610.76 341,637.10 431,871.55 310,093.61 
May 446,125.49 427,057.81 635,004.26 579,888.08 574,854.27 505,075.65 
June 534,757.61 592,962.68 794,780.62 710,175.32 1,066,118.11 633,102.69 
July 604,696.88 679,253.96 956,351.88 1,072,579.84 1,277,609.56 767,397.15 
August 783,993.15 757,627.43 1,042,958.42 1,205,050.76 1,346,219.26 
September 864,352.82 935,826.45 1,267,659.12 1,297.009.78 1,466,460.27 
October 922,261.84 1,332,007.18 1,321,352.39 1,421,110.26 1,593,668.39 
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November 969,395.17 1,376,246.01 1,469,386.01 1,494,702.09 2,443,869.12  
December 1,185,322.83 1,665,645.96 1,757,042.51 2,018,630.54 2,730,551.86  

 
Year to Date Monthly Revenue 

(less major campaigns, bequests and significant one-time major gifts) 
 

 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

January 83,380.18 51,685.37 57,971.60 52,156.98 31,552.99 37,015.96 

February 82,943.21 43,038.99 67,572.77 36,182.46 35,125.58 56,896.94 

March 98,212.12 66,916.68 107,457.07 73,667.84 79,387.44 113,969.42 

April 130,674.68 180,156.07 162,146.87 163,425.09 149,569.94 87,978.18 

May 40,825.52 100,285.70 160,178.34 93,318.98 142,982.72 182,601.92 

June 65,815.51 97,258.66 159,776.36 127,315.24 146,200.17 46,947.92 

July 69,939.27 38,243.88 93,586.27 52,394.52 61,505.45 64,243.53 

August 92,732.69 79,015.87 86,606.54 97,470.92 63,593.03  

September 80,335.67 84,011.71 99,931.45 92,459.02 120,261.01  

October 56,439.02 55,208.68 53,693.27 71,323.54 127,208.12  

November 47,133.33 44,238.83 46,870.62 66,490.16 75,809.56  

December 130,277.99 193,065.45  161,519.80 138,328.11 286,687.74  

Total 978,709.19 1,033,125.99 1,257,310.96 1,064,532.86 1,319,883.75 589,653.87 

 
Cornerstones for Living: The Crossroads Campaign 
 
Campaign-related work in May, June and July 2018 included meetings with donor prospects, donor 
stewardship meetings, additional donor cultivation, follow-up activities, and scheduling meetings 
with major gift donor prospects.  As we enter the final year of our comprehensive five-year $10 
million campaign (7/1/14 thru 7/31/18) cash, pledges and documented bequests now total 
$11,001,493.  We continue to remain intently focused on securing additional funding for two 
underfunded priorities, which include an additional approximately $1.5 million for the Ernestine M. 
Raclin House and $610,000 to match the $1 million challenge grant to fully endow the Vera Z. 
Dwyer Fellowship in Hospice & Palliative Medicine.  
 
On May 16, Mike Wargo, Chris Taelman, board member Tim Portolese, and I made a presentation 
to the Key Initiatives Committee of the Community Foundation of Elkhart County.  Our request for 
a $500,000 grant for the new inpatient unit was not among the projects selected for funding.  It has 
been reported to us that the committee provided a total of approximately $600,000 in funding 
spread across three non-profits for projects that are based specifically within the boundaries of 
Elkhart County.  We have, however, been encouraged to apply once again.  The application process 
has changed, and we are moving forward based upon these new parameters.  
 
Other activity included a campaign presentation to Bipin and Linda Doshi.  Because of our meeting 
and a CHC Mishawaka Campus tour, the Doshi’s made a pledge of $100,000 directed toward the 
Dwyer match.  We continue to cultivate the Healthcare Foundation of La Porte and the Unity 
Foundation of La Porte as donors and we’ve attended meetings and events to elevate our presence 
and profile in LaPorte County. 
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Planned Giving 
 
Estate gifts received since the previous board meeting totaled $11,000.  We continue to receive 
requests from financial advisors and attorneys requesting information about planned giving and 
bequests.  
 
Annual Giving 
 
Our Friends of Hospice Appeal, which began late May and will continue through November, is 
focused on funding for the Vera Z. Dwyer Fellowship match. 
 
Special Events & Projects 
 
On May 24, we held a reception for Dr. Kayla Herget, our first Vera Z. Dwyer Fellow in Hospice 
and Palliative Medicine. This event was used to publicly thank the Vera Z. Dwyer Charitable Trust 
for their incredible $500,000 gift to fund the first five years of the Fellowship, as well as to 
announce the Trust’s $1 Million challenge grant to establish a permanent endowment for this 
fellowship seat at the Indiana University School of Medicine.  David Kibbe, Present & CEO of 
Indiana Trust (and trustee of the Vera Z. Dwyer Charitable Trust) and Dr. Lyle Fettig, Director of 
IU’s Hospice and Palliative Medicine Fellowship, were on hand to make brief remarks. 
 
On June 5, we held our annual Gardens of Remembrance and Renewal event in Elkhart with 
approximately 70 people in attendance, the most in recent memory.  
 
On June 12, we held our official groundbreaking ceremony for the Ernestine M. Raclin House, the 
new inpatient care facility on our Mishawaka Campus. The event was attended by approximately 
100 donors, friends and dignitaries. 
 
This year’s Okuyamba Fest, celebrating the 10th anniversary of the CHC/PCAU partnership, was 
held on July 31 with 175 attendees, and included a special performance by the South Bend-based 
African-style dance team “Uzima.”  Nearly all silent auction items sold, and we secured two new 
Road to Hope child sponsors. 
 
We have several other events planned for this year because of several anniversaries to celebrate.  
Events include celebrations around the 25th anniversary of Camp Evergreen (8/9) and the 10th 
anniversary of the Elkhart Campus (8/16).  We also will be holding a combined Bike and Walk 
event on our Mishawaka Campus on 9/23.  Finally, for 2018, we will have the Veterans Tribute 
Ceremony on 10/16, where we will rededicate the memorial as the Robert J. Hiler, Jr. Veterans 
Memorial. 
 
Palliative Care Association of Uganda Partnership 
 
Rose Kiwanuka (Country Director), Mark Mwesiga (Programs Manager) and Cynthia Kabagambe 
(IT Specialist) visited CHC in late-July/early-August.  In addition to celebrating the 10th 
anniversary of our partnership, the team has also been engaged in a number of partnership activities, 
including: staff meeting presentation and update on PCAU’s activities at a CHC staff meeting on 
August 8; mHealth training for Mark and Cynthia with multiple collaborators at the University of 
Notre Dame; an mHealth presentation on August 6th at ND to update departments and centers who 
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have worked with PCAU/CHC/HF on mHealth initiatives and/or internships over the past several 
years; meeting with representatives from the Vera Z. Dwyer College of Health Sciences at IU South 
Bend; meetings with CHC staff at the Roseland, Elkhart, LaPorte, Mishawaka and Plymouth offices 
to provide updates on PCAU’s work and partnership projects.  Other activities include lunch with 
the Friends of Uganda Network (FUN), strategic planning sessions, Global Partners in Care 
discussions, as well as a presentation by Rose to the Downtown South Bend Rotary Club. 
 
The 10th anniversary partnership report will include activities through the partnership exchange 
visit this summer, an update on the Road to Hope program and other partnership projects. It will be 
mailed to partnership supporters and stakeholders this fall. 
 
Kaitlyn Siler, an MPH student at the Eck Institute for Global Health (ND) has completed her 
capstone project which will help PCAU report palliative care access and morphine supply by 
mapping the location of nurses and clinical officers trained through the DCPC (Diploma in Clinical 
Palliative Care) program.  
 
Road to Hope 
 
There are currently 57 children enrolled on the Road to Hope Program. Through the end of July, 51 
of these students had sponsors.  Thanks to promotion of the program at Okuyamba Fest, two more 
children will be sponsored by local business owners.  
 
We are working with South Bend-based Regional Innovation and Startup Education (RISE) to 
design a program focused on developing entrepreneurial skills programs for our older Road to Hope 
students.  This program will work in tandem with empowerment retreat programming that was put 
into place earlier this year.  Iris Hammel, executive director of RISE and Bethany Hartley, deputy 
director met with Rose, Mark Mwesiga and Foundation staff members to discuss possibilities for 
the curriculum, as well as a potential intern from Bethel College who would work on the project. 
 
Education 
 
We have given a few presentations to groups throughout the community on end-of-life topics.  
Those requesting presentations include the Mishawaka Lions Club, REAL Services, Mishawaka 
Councilman Woody Emmons, and Waterford Estates. 
 
Collaboration with other community health providers/stakeholders on Honoring Choices® Indiana 
– North Central continues to be fruitful.  Three of the major health systems (BEACON, Saint 
Joseph, and Goshen) have committed to funding Honoring Choices for the first year and we have 
received other donations as well.  As part of their donation, the systems asked that the coalition find 
ways to track the impact of Honoring Choices.  To jump-start this process a group of interns from 
EnFocus researched what other Honoring Choices (and similar community-based groups across the 
country) are using for metrics.  The resulting report was very informative and will provide direction 
as we ramp up our activities.  Since funding is now in place, we are actively recruiting a part-time 
Advance Care Planning Coordinator (ACP) who will oversee the day-to-day operations of the 
organization.  
 
A physician-focused version of IU Talk, a workshop designed to teach clinicians effective 
communication skills for difficult patient conversations, will take place on September 12 and 13 at 
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the Mishawaka Campus.  The workshop will be taught by Lyle Fettig, MD and Erin Newton, MD 
of the IU School of Medicine.  Based on responses from health care providers, we see there is also a 
need for a mid-level practitioner workshop which we will discuss with our IUSM colleagues. 
 
We continue to revise our one credit hour Introduction to Hospice and Palliative Care course which 
will next be offered on September 22nd at the University of Notre Dame.  One of the objectives is 
to make some of the day-long Saturday session more interactive, so we are planning to offer a 
shortened version of “Death by Chocolate” during the afternoon.  We will also incorporate a session 
on advance care planning in this next offering. 
 
Mishawaka Campus 
 
Construction is well under way on the new Clinical Staff Building, which began in mid-March.  
Progress made since the last report include: installation of the water main, first floor concrete and 
elevator shaft; setting structural steel, second floor bar joist and decking.  Exterior wall framing is 
currently underway, and preparations are being made to pour the second-floor concrete as well as 
installation of the roof decking.  We continue to anticipate construction will be completed in 
Summer 2019.  
 
Since the last board meeting, we have finalized our agreement with DJ Construction for 
construction of our new 12-bed inpatient facility, the Ernestine M. Raclin House.  A formal ground-
breaking ceremony took place on Tuesday, June 12th, with construction commencing in the days 
immediately following the event.  Excavation and backfilling are now complete, and work is 
presently underway to pour footings, form foundation walls and set anchor bolts.  We continue to 
anticipate construction will be completed in Fall 2019.  
 
DJ Construction is now fully utilizing the home we purchased earlier this year in place of a 
traditional job site trailer.  Doing so will result in a projected cost savings of approximately 
$20,000.  The home will be demolished after construction is completed.  
 
Mike continues to hold semi-monthly construction meetings on the 2nd and 4th Thursday of each 
month with Helman Sechrist Architecture (architect), Jones Petrie Rafinski (engineer), DJ 
Construction (builder), Office Interiors (interior designer) and various subcontractors to ensure that 
both projects are staying on track and on budget. 
 
Residential Housing 
 
Since the last meeting, the Board of Zoning Appeals and Mishawaka Plan Commission approved 
our rezoning, sub-division and variances requests for the parcel located at the corner of Comfort 
Place and Cedar Street.  Construction on the first of two Helman Sechrist-designed homes began in 
early July.  Our construction partner, Devine Homes by Miller, has been making great progress 
during the past few weeks.  Framing is complete, and the roof is being installed as of this writing.  
 
Mike holds meetings Friday mornings with Jeff Helman and Brian Miller to ensure the project is on 
track and on budget.  We anticipate construction will be complete by November 2018. A “For Sale” 
sign will be installed within the next week. 
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COMMUNICATIONS, MARKETING, AND ACCESS 

Craig Harrell, Director of Marketing and Access, reports on marketing and access activities for 
April, June and July 2018… 

Referral, Professional, & Community Outreach 

Our Professional Community Liaisons continue to contact doctor’s offices, clinics, hospitals, group 
homes and extended care facilities to build relationships and generate referrals.  During April 
through July our four Liaisons completed 1,813 visits to current and potential referral sources 
within our service area.  They accomplished 402, 490, 485, 436, April – July respectively.  

Melanie Marshall, our new Professional Liaison in La Porte, has completed her 90-day probation 
period and is doing an excellent job of connecting with referral sources and building relationships in 
La Porte and Porter Counties.  We’ve also hired Kim Ransbottom as our new Admissions 
Representative to replace the previous person who is now the CHC Quality Review & Training 
Assistant in South Bend.  Kim comes to us from a competitor where she worked in Business 
Development (like our Professional Liaison positions) and is excited about working closer with 
patients and families who need our services. 

Access 

For the months of April - July, the Referral Specialists received 872, 771, 722, and 810 incoming 
phone calls respectively to the Admissions Department.  Last board report stated that our ‘Deaths 
Before Admission’ (DBAs) were running 57% above the same time in 2017. Thankfully, those have 
evened out and we’re currently at 7.02% of our referrals as DBAs compared to 6.62% at the end of 
July 2017.  We’re responding quickly to referrals with 53.34% of our admissions being within 24 
hours from receiving the referral.  Most of the referrals that go beyond the one day or less 
timeframe is because of family requests to accommodate their schedules, have more time to 
consider, or examine other treatment options. 

Website 

During the months of April - July, CHC’s website hosted 9,264 new users.  In April - July 34.6% of 
visitors found us by entering our website address or through a search engine such as Google which 
is a 53.8% increase over the same period in 2017.  Our page on ‘career opportunities’ is our number 
one viewed page followed by ‘for patients and families’. 

Social Media 

Facebook (Center4Hospice) 

Center for Hospice Care’s social media presence is increasing steadily.  We continue to use 
Facebook to communicate information and events.  CHC reached 221,140 people for the April – 
June, had 591 shares, and 152 comments.  Overall, our paid ads reached 67,806 Facebook users.  
We recently began adding more video with the intention of educating and focusing on what makes 
us different than competitors.  From April through July, the most watched video was the interview 
of the CHC CEO by Peter Ashley entitled “The future of Center for Hospice Care” which had a 
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total viewing time of over 2,800 minutes followed by the “Groundbreaking Ceremony for Ernestine 
M. Raclin House” video.  It was viewed for more than 1,400 minutes.  We also continue to share 
content through Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn. 
 
Digital Overview 
 
The digital campaign focuses on delivering our ad to the proper audience at the proper time.  For the 
months of April - July it generated 266 telephone calls.  Google industry benchmarks show an 
average click-through rate in the Health & Medical field of 3.27% and we continue to be 
extraordinarily high at 9.56%. 
 
 
INDIANA STATE DEPARMENT OF HEALTH HOSPICE LICENSURE AND MEDICARE 
RECERTIFITCATION SURVEY 
 
Nine months past the federal deadline for a three-year maximum time frame for a hospice survey, 
we were visited by an Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH) Public Health Nurse Surveyor for 
seven consecutive business days in July.  She was here for our Medicare hospice recertification 
survey as well as our survey for state licensure as a hospice program in Indiana.  She was also 
investigating two complaints made against us presumably through the ISDH complaint hotline.  
Complainants remain anonymous and we really don’t know what the complaints were to protect 
anonymity, but she did ask to see two specific patient charts.  Following her investigation, she said 
the outcome was that both complaints were unsubstantiated.  Nothing was cited from these 
complaints.  Anyone can call the 800# complaint hotline for whatever reason.  The ISDH must 
investigate all complaints.   
 
At the end of the seven-day survey an “Exit Interview” was held which lasted last less then two 
minutes.  Surveyors are no longer allowed to share with staff their findings and we only hear what 
happened via the state electronic portal many days later.  When we received our findings, there 
were two minor deficiencies cited.  One was that during her patient chart review she noted we did 
not list oxygen on the medication list.  In 38 years, we never have.  One local hospital reported they 
don’t list oxygen on the medication list either.  We have changed a policy and will begin listing O2 
on the medication list of all patients in all settings.  The other issue was that during her review of 20 
patient charts, she discovered that five patients had wounds, and during one, single nursing visit the 
RN did not measure the wound which is counter to our own internal policy.  To address these two 
issues, we had ten days to file a “Plan of Correction” which basically showed we would begin to list 
oxygen as a medication effectively immediately and would provide education to all RNs regarding 
our own policy about the frequency of measuring wounds.  If a hospice program’s policy is stricter 
than what is required by state and federal regulations, it’s the strictest policy that is examined and 
held for accountability.  We received an ISDH letter within days of submitting our plan that our 
Plan of Correction had been accepted.  There will be no follow-up, further visits, or any other action 
on these two issues.  Years ago, when surveyors performed chart review, deficiency citations would 
not be made unless a trend could be identified.  For example, if ten charts were reviewed and the 
same issue was discovered in one-third of more of the charts, then it was cited.  Today, surveyors 
are in a “see it, cite it” mode of operation.  My colleagues in Michigan have reported the same 
process.  Overall, this was a very good survey, particularly considering the size of our census, the 
interdisciplinary nature of hospice care charting (RNs, social workers, aides, chaplains, etc.) and the 
sheer number of patient visits we make every day. 
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT AND POLICIES ON THE AGENDA FOR APPROVAL 

There are five policies on the Agenda for approval.  They are: 
• Informed Consent
• Medication Disposal
• Agency Records in an ECF Chart
• Managing Drugs and Biologicals (home care and IPU versions)
• Death Procedure

All of these are revised policies based on regulatory or procedure changes, or due to our recent 
hospice survey.  

Also included in your board packet is the May 22, 2018 Quality Improvement Committee minutes. 

ELKHART INPATIENT UNIT TEMPORARILY CLOSED DUE TO STAFFING ISSUES 
NEEDED FOR A 24/7 OPERATION 

On 7/23/18 the Elkhart Inpatient Unit (IPU) closed after the last patient was discharged and there 
were no new admissions at that time.  The unit does close from time to time because of having no 
patients.  However, this time is different. 

During the last several weeks we have had RN’s and Certified Nursing Assistants (CNA’s) leave for 
various reasons, some with no notice, some because of transportation issues, some we’re not sure 
why because they just don’t report to work.  Recruiting in Elkhart has been very difficult.  Some 
candidates simply don’t show for scheduled interviews.  As you know, it has been reported there are 
some 21,000 open positions in Elkhart County and the unemployment rate is at 2%.  We heard this 
week that one Elkhart home healthcare agency closed because they couldn’t keep staff and couldn’t 
find a manager for the office. 

At the Elkhart IPU – at the time of this writing -- there are three vacant 12-hour RN shifts 
uncovered and two vacant CNA positions uncovered.   The IPU coordinator and the ADON have 
functioned as staff RN’s at the patient care level on the floor to help cover these shifts over the past 
few weeks when we have had patients.  This became problematic as they were working up to 60 
hours a week covering the open positions as well as being taken away from their regular jobs.  The 
30-year old archaic Medicare hospice regulations do not allow for using contracted staff from
staffing agencies because all core services must be provided by “W-2” direct employees.  An RN
must be on duty 24/7 for a general inpatient (GIP) level of care (not an LPN).

The good news a couple weeks ago was that we had nurses in line to fill all the open Elkhart IPU 
RN vacancies with start dates in August.  They needed to give notice at their current jobs and then 
will need to be oriented to CHC and the hospice inpatient unit.  It was being estimated several 
weeks ago that between general orientation and inpatient unit orientation each nurse will take an 
average of four weeks to be ready to work the floor, although I hope this can somehow be 
accelerated.  I have polled the National Hospice Executive Roundtable CEOs (NHERT) for best 
practices on new employee orientation to a hospice inpatient unit and while they have a variety of 
lengths, they are tailored as to what venue the staffer is coming from, i.e. hospital vs. no previous 
hospice experience.  None of them have a one size fits all orientation program.  We are going to 
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closely examine our current practices.  Since January in the IPUs, we have had four RNs, four 
CNAs and one Coordinator quit or change to PRN status (PRN, meaning they can work when they 
want to, say no to shifts, and do not have to take call).  These terminations have been for a variety 
of reasons and there is no theme.  I am also told we were pleased that some of them chose to 
discover a new destiny.  We recently had a new RN complete one week of orientation for the IPU 
and then quit because taking call was too inconvenient because she liked to go to Ohio on 
weekends.  She was well-aware of the on-call requirements when she accepted the position. 
 
Since January, reasons have included: 
-- Changed to PRN status 
-- Relocated out of the area 
-- Quit during probationary period due to performance issues 
-- Went to work for the US Postal Service 
-- Retirement 
-- Changed to PRN status then refused to work any hours and was terminated 
-- FMLA for three months 
-- Position was filled, staff due to start, but then quit due to an unexpected surgery 
 
Please know that patients are receiving the care they need.  General inpatient level of care is being 
provided via our contract with Elkhart General Hospital and by our Elkhart office residential home 
care staff.  The Elkhart IPU staff can work in the South Bend unit if they choose to do so.  I believe 
there may be one overnight opening that is being covered on a rotating basis.   We are offering 
patients to go to the SB IPU, but if they refuse, they will receive GIP care at EGH until we have our 
staffing back up and running.  To further complicate matters, our DON was on a three-week FMLA, 
the ADON was on vacation during the same time along with the HR Director.  We are in the height 
of vacation season.  We are using this down time at the Elkhart IPU for general maintenance of the 
area, stripping the floors and painting.  You may remember a few years ago the entire facility was 
shut down for more than a month while 100% of the flooring was replaced. 
 
HR says that after recruiting for 31 years, they have never seen a work ethic – or lack of one -- like 
they have seen recently.  Getting people to show up for an interview, pass a drug test, and then 
show up for work is currently somewhat rare.  Hospice CEOs, for both for-profit and non-profit 
programs, reported the same phenomena at the IHPCO Board meeting on August 2nd in 
Indianapolis.  Some members of the National Hospice Executive Roundtable are taking their 
chances and remediating IPU staffing issues by using contracted agency staffing, which is again, 
against the Medicare hospice Conditions of Participation. 
 
We are holding our own, but with vacations, medical leaves, no shows/no calls, and staff quitting 
because their car won’t start, it has been a struggle.  On Monday August 6th, I authorized HR to 
consider creating a target of hiring two RNs per shift along with one aide for the IPUs.  We will be 
having further discussions.  We will need to increase staffing for the new 12-bed unit in about a 
year anyway and having two RNs scheduled will leave us coverage and a backup for emergencies, 
vacations, illnesses, car trouble, and when the CNA simply doesn’t show up.  We have also reached 
out to Kindred Hospital which announced recently they will be closing next month with 117 
employees losing their jobs, many of which are RNs and CNAs.  Kindred is an LTAC hospital 
specializing in long term acute care.  I would think these RNs could easily adapt to a seven bed IPU, 
especially considering the average daily census in Elkhart has been running less than four patients a 
day. 
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MEETINGS HELD REGARDING REPURPOSING THE SUNNYBROOK PROPERTY 
FOR MILTON ADULT DAY SERVICES 

We have been meeting with the new Executive Director for the Alzheimer’s and Dementia Services 
of Northern Indiana (ADSNI), Angel Baginske and recently met with her and Becky Zaseck, CEO 
of REAL Services which owns ADSNI, about repurposing the Sunnybrook property for Milton 
Adult Day Services (MADS) and ADSNI’s Institute for Excellence in Memory Care (IEMC).  We 
believe this timetable and remodeling of the 12,000 square foot facility would begin in the fall of 
2019 after all CHC staff has left and the SB IPU has relocated to the new Raclin House in 
Mishawaka.  REAL Services would like a scenario when they would not just be a renter, but where 
they could count on being in that facility with IEMC in perpetuity.  We have had one meeting 
looking specifically at the available space and what changes would be necessary.  With IEMC 
taking up the southern part of the building, MADS would be in the northern half.  With Indiana 
Medicaid Waiver rules such as they are, rest room and kitchen requirements, and the available 
space, we believe we could see clients up to a maximum number of 50.  Currently we’re seeing 
about 20 at the 922 E. Colfax Ave. location, so moving could more than double our adult day 
census.  Again, conversations are preliminary, but I wanted you to know we’re working on this 
now. 

DIVERSITY TRAINING HELD FOR ALL COORDINATORS AND ABOVE 
MANAGEMENT 

Jason Wilkinson, Executive Director of South Bend’s relatively new LGBTQ Center provided three 
training sessions to CHC Coordinator and above positions during the month of July.  Each 
presentation was the same, but three were scheduled to accommodate staff so they could attend one. 
The vision of the LGBTQ Center is “A community where everyone is valued, respected, and 
empowered.”  Diversity is a component of our current strategic plan and a paid endowed position is 
available in our Crossroads Campaign.  We plan on continuing to provide training for staff on a 
wide variety of topics that deal with our diverse community and assist staff with a better 
understanding of our many constituencies and provide needed healthcare to everyone.  We are 
tentatively planning on having representatives from the Jewish Federation of St. Joseph Valley 
make our next presentation. 

OIG RELEASES NEW REPORT ON VULNERABILITIES IN THE MEDICARE HOSPICE 
PROGRAM THAT AFFECT QUALITY CARE AND PROGRAM INTEGRITY 

Excerpt from Kaiser Health News… 

Elderly patients spent over two weeks in uncontrolled pain or respiratory distress. Acute care was 
rare on weekends. And recruiters went door to door pitching fraudulent schemes, luring healthy 
patients to sign up for hospice in exchange for free housecleaning and medicine.  These details 
appear in a report on hospice released Monday by a government watchdog agency calling on federal 
regulators to ramp up oversight of a booming industry that served 1.4 million Americans in 2016. 

The report from the Office of Inspector General (OIG) at the Department of Health and Human 
Services sums up over 10 years of research into inadequate care, inappropriate billing and outright 
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fraud by hospices, which took in $16.7 billion in Medicare payments in 2016.  A Kaiser Health 
News investigation last year revealed that while many of the nation’s 4,000-plus hospices earn high 
satisfaction rates on family surveys, hundreds fell short of their obligations, abandoning families at 
the brink of death or skipping other services they had pledged to provide.  The OIG report points to 
similar gaps in care and raises concerns that some hospices are milking the system by skimping on 
services while taking in daily Medicare payments.  Regardless of how often their staff members 
visit, hospices collect the same daily flat rate from Medicare for each patient receiving routine care: 
$193 for the first 60 days, then $151 thereafter, with geographic adjustments as well as extra 
payments in a patient’s last week of life.  The report calls on the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS) to take 15 actions to improve oversight, including tying payment to quality of care 
and publishing public inspection reports on its consumer-focused website, Hospice Compare, as it 
does for nursing homes.  In a letter to OIG in response to an earlier draft of its report, CMS 
Administrator Seema Verma objected to those two recommendations as well as six others.  She 
concurred with six other recommendations and wrote that CMS is “committed to ensuring that the 
Medicare hospice program provides quality care safe from fraud, waste, and abuse.” 
 
While many of OIG’s findings date back over five years, report lead author Nancy Harrison, deputy 
regional inspector general of the OIG’s New York office, said that the vulnerabilities in the system 
persist and that CMS has failed to implement many of the recommendations OIG has been making 
for years.  These vulnerabilities have emerged at a time when the industry has changed rapidly, she 
said.  “Hospice is quite different than it used to be,” Harrison said.  “When it started out, there were 
faith-based and nonprofits,” and most patients had cancer.  As of 2016, there were 4,374 hospices 
receiving Medicare money, about two-thirds of which were for-profit.  Fraud has pervaded the 
industry, with some hospices ripping off taxpayers by enrolling patients who are not dying, paying 
kickbacks for patient referrals or carrying out various inappropriate billing schemes.  From fiscal 
years 2013 to 2017, OIG investigators won back $143.9 million from 25 criminal actions and 66 
civil actions against hospices. 
 
Fraud has run wild in Mississippi, where hospices were paying recruiters to solicit business door to 
door from people who were not dying. The recruiters offered free housecleaning, medicine and 
doctors’ visits to patients who signed up — not knowing they were enrolling in hospice and 
forgoing Medicare payment for curative care, according to OIG field agents.  One recruiter, a 
convicted sex offender, was sent to prison for 40 months in 2016 for taking payments from five 
hospices, earning $200 to $600 for each hospice-inappropriate Medicare beneficiary he sent their 
way.  Also, in Mississippi, hospice owner Regina Swims-King was sentenced in 2014 to nearly six 
years in prison for an $8 million Medicare fraud scheme involving patients who did not need 
hospice, services that patients never received, and claims based on forged doctors’ signatures.  She 
forfeited 12 real estate properties and 17 vehicles.  Charles Hackney, an assistant special agent in 
charge who oversees OIG investigators in Mississippi, said fraud there, which was perpetrated by 
small mom-and-pop operators, has subsided after many criminal convictions. 
 
But nationally, fraud cases continue: Just last October, the federal government reached a $75 
million settlement with Vitas Hospice Services — a large for-profit chain owned by Chemed Corp., 
which also owns the Roto-Rooter plumbing company — to address allegations of fraudulent billing. 
 
The complete OIG report on hospice may be downloaded here: https://oig.hhs.gov/oei/reports/oei-
02-16-00570.asp 
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NHPCO REPONDS TO OIG REPORT 

To:       NHPCO Membership 
 From:   Edo Banach, President and CEO 
 Date:   July 31, 2018 

As many of you may be aware, the Office of the Inspector General has released a portfolio report, 
“Vulnerabilities in the Medicare Hospice Program Affect Quality Care and Program Integrity,” 
focusing on concerns with the Medicare hospice benefit. NPR’s Morning Edition and Kaiser Health 
News (which concludes with some important quotes I offered before the report was released) both 
did pieces on the report that I’m sure some of you have read or heard this morning.  Let me stress 
that many of the issues brought up in the new report have been discussed in previous OIG 
documents.  NHPCO has addressed these issues in regulatory alerts and resources, on our Webinars, 
at our conferences, in staff presentations to the field, in our Regulatory Podcasts, and explored by 
our board committees.  So, I hope the contents of the report do not come as a complete surprise and 
cause you to be too discouraged. 

Let me offer some additional comments and context in response to this OIG report.  NHPCO 
recognizes the value of some of the OIG recommendations and we welcome measures that will help 
hospices focus on value over volume and patients over paperwork.  However, NHPCO continues to 
stress that outliers cited in the report do not adequately reflect the context of hospice care provision 
in the U.S.  Importantly, CMS rejects over half of the OIG’s hospice recommendations, and we 
generally agree.  

We believe that incidents of deliberate fraud and abuse in the hospice field, though rare and 
isolated, are indefensible.  For this reason, NHPCO has been and continues to be a champion for 
accountability and transparency within the hospice community.  And we look to our members to be 
our partners in this important work.  Furthermore, it is necessary to understand that rare incidents of 
deliberate fraud and abuse should be viewed separately from unintentional documentation or 
mathematical errors in an extraordinarily burdensome and complicated regulatory environment. 

We look forward to working with the Administration to simplify and streamline the hospice benefit 
and compliance process and to ease the governmental red tape to encourage honest and law-abiding 
hospice providers while protecting the public from unacceptable intentional abuse.  This includes 
better use of hospice data that CMS already obtains and to focus government efforts on truly 
abhorrent providers and spare compliant programs from needless and duplicative investigation. 

NHPCO encourages the OIG and CMS to examine ways in which the current structure of the 
benefit can prevent patients and families from accessing medically necessary care and subject them 
instead to more costly and less beneficiary-friendly environments.  Also important to examine is 
underutilization of hospice care.  As reported in our annual Facts and Figures Report, 28 percent of 
beneficiaries received care for only seven days or less in 2016.  Like intentional fraud, this is 
unacceptable. 

Hospices have a sacred obligation to serve patients and family caregivers throughout the end of life 
journey. As the hospice care community – like the rest of America’s health care system – continues 
to evolve to meet patient and family needs, it is critical that government regulations also adapt and 
modernize to meet the needs of those served by this unique care model.  Let us work with the OIG,  
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CMS, and Congress to build on our 35 years of experience with the Medicare hospice benefit to 
seek solutions in caring for people facing serious and life-limiting illness. 

For the work you do every single day, thank you. 

CMS FINALIZES APPLICATION OF POST-ACUTE TRANSFER POLICY TO EARLY 
HOSPITAL DISCHARGES TO HOSPICE. 

The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 included a provision under which certain “early” hospital 
discharges to hospice care will be paid at a per diem daily rate in lieu of the full diagnosis-related 
group (DRG) rate beginning October 1, 2018.  The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
(CMS) provided insights into its plans for implementing this requirement as part of the proposed 
FY2019 Hospital Payment Rule issued in late April 2018 and in Change Request 10602/Transmittal 
2094.  Last week, CMS issued a final version of the FY2019 Hospital Payment Rule that finalized 
those plans and included a brief discussion of comments received on the topic.  While this change 
does not directly impact payments made from Medicare to hospice providers, the hospice 
community is concerned that it may delay (and potentially eliminate some) admissions to hospice 
care, since hospitals will now have the financial incentive to retain some patients on service for 
longer lengths of time prior to discharge.  Hospital referrals are already the latest referrals CHC 
receives with the shortest length of stay from any referral source.  They are also the majority of all 
“d/b/a” referrals – death before admission – comprising 75% of all d/b/a referrals so far in 2018.  
We see this new policy as an opportunity to exacerbate an already bad situation.  While CMS plans 
to apply the transfer to hospice policy in all of the DRGs subject to the post-acute care policy 
(which number approximately 280 DRGs), a positive aspect of the plan is that CMS is defining a 
hospital to hospice transfer as a direct to hospice transfer, which will limit the applicability to only 
those hospital discharges that occur on the same date as the patient begins hospice care (the 
effective date of hospice election).   

As part of the final FY2019 Hospital Payment Rule, CMS acknowledges the many comments 
submitted expressing concerns about this provision but indicates that the agency believes a reduced 
hospital payment is justified because in early transfer cases the hospital is providing only a limited 
amount of treatment.  CMS further indicates that application of the discharge policy “addresses the 
appropriate level of payment once clinical decisions about the most appropriate care in the most 
appropriate setting have been made” and references a belief that the statute is “unambiguous” as to 
the steps that the agency must take on this policy.  CMS notes that the Medicare Payment Advisory 
Commission (MedPAC) has been mandated by Congress to conduct a detailed evaluation of the 
implementation and impacts of the policy change, including analysis of whether timely access to 
hospice care has been affected through changes to hospital policies or behaviors.  Preliminary 
results of the study are due to Congress by March 21, 2020. 

OUT AND ABOUT 

Several staff, including Karl Holderman, Dave Haley, and Sue Morgan attended the Indiana 
Hospice and Palliative Care Organization’s annual Regulatory and Reimbursement Day on June 5 
and 6. 
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I attended the Hospice Action Network board meeting and NHPCO Board Issues Sessions at 
NHPCO headquarters in Alexandria, VA June 19 – 21. 
 
I chaired the Indiana Hospice and Palliative Care Organization’s Board of Directors meeting on 
August 2nd in Indianapolis. 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS TO THIS PRESIDENT’S REPORT IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING 
THIS SECTION OF THE .PDF 
 
Dave Haley’s Census Charts. 
 
Karl Holderman’s Monthly dashboard summaries. 
 
The press release for the 33rd annual Walk for Hospice. 
 
The press release for the 10th annual Bike Michiana for Hospice. 
 
June and July CHC Volunteer Newsletters. 
 
Copy of a letter from a ten-year old donor  
 
Story from the Baltimore Sun regarding Global Partners in Care partnership between a Maryland 
hospice and a Tanzania hospice.  GPIC’s own staffer, Lacey Ahern, is quoted. 
 
Story about Okuyamba Fest celebrating CHC’s ten-year partnership with PCAU published by 
valpolife.com  
 
Flyer for LGBTQ Diversity Training 
 
Story from the New York Times about Humana purchases to make them the largest hospice 
provider in the U.S. 
 
Flyer for CHC sponsoring the Juneteenth Celebration sponsored by CHC. 
 
Press release for Mishawaka Groundbreaking of the Ernestine M. Raclin House 
 
Press release for the Dwyer Charitable Trust gift to fund hospice medical education 
 
South Bend Tribune front page story about the Mishawaka Campus construction and the Dwyer gift 
 
 
HARD COPY BOARD ITEMS TO BE DISTRIBUTED AT THE MEETING 
 
Year to Date July 2018 Financials 
 
2017: The Year in Review 
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Promotional postcard for Walk for Hospice and Bike Michiana for Hospice 
 
 
NEXT REGULAR BOARD MEETING 
 
Our next regular Board Meeting will be Wednesday, November 28th at 7:15 AM in Conference 
Room A, first floor at the Mishawaka Campus, 501 Comfort Place, Mishawaka, IN  46545.  In the 
meantime, if you have any questions, concerns, suggestions or comments, please contact me 
directly at 574-243-3117 or email mmurray@cfhcare.org . 
 

# # # 
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